
 
 

March 15, 2021 
By Angelica Villa 

 

Paul Anthony Smith Reanimates the Dead In 
Resonant New Series of Photographs 

 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, Dog an Duppy Drink Rum, 2020-21. JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY. 

 
In Paul Anthony Smith’s work, people of Caribbean descent congregate against shimmering surfaces. 
Deploying his signature picotage technique, which involves distressing his photographs’ prints so that 
they shine, the figures in his photographs seem both present and not, almost like ghostly specters. 
 
Made over the past year, Smith’s latest body of work, on view at Jack Shainman Gallery in New York 
through April 3, reflects not only on the ongoing pandemic and the global protests sparked this past 
summer after the police killing of George Floyd but also on the death of two family members. His images 
become mediations on the rituals of death and mourning, both in private spaces and the public sphere. 
 
Smith’s photo-based works such as these are highly specific—they are deeply embedded within local 
traditions. Even so, he leaves the people who appear before his lens anonymous. “They’re part of my 
lived experience of being behind a camera,” Smith said in an interview. “They’re connected to me.” His 
images become “fragmented parts of my life,” and viewers are left to uncover the stories surrounding 
them. 
 
To make his latest works, Smith relied on a ceramic tool, which he used to puncture the surface of 
photographic paper. When light hits his images, the paper appears to gleam, turning daytime and 
nighttime scenes—each populated by images of community members of Port Antonio, Jamaica and 
relatives gathering for a funeral—luminous. 

https://www.artnews.com/t/paul-anthony-smith/
https://www.artnews.com/t/jack-shainman/


 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, “Tradewinds” installation at Jack Shainman, New York, February 2021. JACK SHAINMAN. 

 
Born in Jamaica, Smith moved to Miami as an adolescent, and later pursued a BFA at the Kansas City 
Art Institute, where he studied ceramics. His chosen medium these days, however, is something much 
different: photography. Having shown his work at the Dan Cameron–organized Open Spaces biennial in 
Kansas City in 2018, he was added to Jack Shainman’s roster soon after, and had his first show there in 
2019. He has been on the rise ever since, and he said he considers his latest work “an extension of my 
life.” 
 
Smith, who is now based in Brooklyn, documented trips to Jamaica, Trinidad, and London over the past 
year. The artist selected the images he used from hundreds of pictures, and each bears out specific 
references to local culture. Untitled (Dead Yard), from 2020, for example, refers a the Caribbean funerary 
tradition known as the ninth night, which involves a days-long wake that usually begins once the sun goes 
down, with guests arriving around 10 p.m. (Its name refers to the point when the dead depart the living 
forever.) On these occasions, Smith said, graveyards are lively despite the morbid circumstances. 
 
In the image taken in a Jamaican port city, a funeral-goer stands against a picotaged fence with a sound 
system behind him, his arms stretched open, in a gesture that recalls a warm welcome or a crucifix, 
according to Smith. His goal had been to portray the range of emotions that accompany death on the 
ninth night. “One’s life doesn’t end there—it goes on,” he said. “The only thing is, you’re not present for 
that party.” 
 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, Untitled, 2020-21. JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY. 

 
Before the pandemic hit in March 2020, Smith also planned to visit various other Caribbean islands to 
survey their scenes. But, with travel restrictions in place, he was instead forced to work with the images 
he already had. He made the final images using 35mm film, scanning the contact prints and collaging the 
digital version, to manipulate the original “in a way I think they should be composed,” he said, so as to 
“break [the figures] down and disguise them.” 



 
Throughout the new project, Smith was preoccupied by thoughts of departing by boat and traveling 
between Caribbean locales. In his mind, aspects of his family history, like his parents’ time working on 
cruise ships, mingled with musings on postcolonial Caribbean life. (The exhibition’s title, “Tradewinds,” 
alludes to the routes used by trade ships that enabled colonial expansion into the Americas.) He also 
considers the economic factors affecting networks of people living between the two regions, which often 
result in communities reliant on income from family members in the U.S. An immigrant and a U.S. citizen, 
Smith said, “I am still thinking about how I fit in both places. All these male figures are sort of an exterior 
[version] of me.” 
 
Postcolonial thinkers like Stuart Hall and Frantz Fanon have become key in Smith’s process. “You never 
really feel fully one thing or the other,” Smith said. “Baldwin felt most American when he was in France; 
with Fanon, he realized how much of a Martinican he was when he was overseas. There are these little 
nuances of recognizing that someone is not from a place. How you talk, how fast you move, how you 
stand up. If you look too put together. There are just various nuances that I experience back home that I 
find strange, because as much as I think that I am from there and these are my people, there is always 
something that gets called out.” 
 
Ghosts were also on Smith’s mind during the making of the series. According to the funerary tradition of 
the ninth night, the spirit of the dead is said to pass during the ceremony. Another image, titled Dog and 
Duppy Drink Rum (2020–21), depicts 10 men standing together for what feels like a group portrait. (In 
Caribbean folklore, a duppy is a malevolent spirit.) At the far left, there is a nearly undetectable 
silhouetted figure standing in the background, a dog crossing between his legs. That ghostly figure, Smith 
said, is a reference to “loss and the absence of various people”—and the artist sees an uncomfortable 
parallel for this in the fact that those pictured will not see the images from the New York show. “Here I am, 
making these works for the white cube space with these Black people, but I’m not showing them the 
work,” he said. 
 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, Untitled, 2020-2021. JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY. 

 
The bulk of Smith’s latest works feature male subjects, and Smith said he felt compelled to focus on them 
because of the dominance of U.S. media coverage of violence against Black men. Looked at in this 
context, even Smith’s images featuring “day-to-day” imagery, as he put it, take on a darker context. An 
untitled portrait of a friend, depicted in an armchair facing the camera, shows the sitter pre-pandemic. 
Since then, that unnamed man contracted Covid-19, fell into a coma, and has since recovered. 
 
Smith describes subjects such as that friend as “stand-ins,” even though he often knows them well. “I use 
them as placeholders.” The works’ subjects function as “props for others to understand,” he explained, 
adding, “When you are using a camera, it’s somewhat autobiographical. I am behind it, and this is like my 
biography being distilled.” 
 
And as he took the pictures and later picked over the works with a ceramic tool on their prints, he found 
himself reconsidering death itself. He thought of the police killings of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, 



and how their images were circulated so widely. “That is what we’re living with this year. There are a lot of 
images that get carried around of dead people,” Smith said, in a statement that could also apply to his 
own work. “They become icons in a way.” 
 



 
 

March 2, 2021 
By Ravi Ghosh  

 

Paul Anthony Smith Picks Away at Photos to Reveal 
the Inner Lives of His Subjects 

“I’m using various patterns of disguise.” In Tradewinds, the Jamaica-
born artist uses a picotage technique to trace migration beyond the 

labels of colonialism.  
 

 
 

Islands #4, 2020-1. © Paul Anthony Smith. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery. 

 
During the age of transatlantic slavery, trade winds allowed sailors to cross the oceans with greater 
efficiency at different times of the year. Travel from Europe or Africa to the Americas benefited from these 
seasonal winds, creating systems of westwards movement either side of the equator, and forever 
entwining the practice of slavery with Earth’s meteorology.  
 
Migration—both forced and unforced—has been a major influence for Paul Anthony Smith, whose latest 
exhibition of photography-based works borrows its title from these natural cycles. Smith’s practice seeks 
to reconcile the differences between populations, cultures, landscapes and languages that have been 
displaced or partitioned by colonialism. He casts his lens from east to west Jamaica; Aruba to Barbados; 
and on the Caribbean diasporas of London and New York. He retraces historic patterns of movement, but 
empowers his subjects to exist beyond these colonial labels. 
 

 
 



 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, Dog an Duppy Drink Rum, 2020-1. © Paul Anthony Smith. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery. 
 

“I think about these people that I show occupying spaces and being themselves and being explorers and 
travellers,” Jamaica-born Smith tells me from New York City. He shoots subjects in a range of casual 
settings—their familiar, homely environments representing a milestone in each of their journeys, rather 
than a fixed stasis. The exhibition emerged from his own journeys in 2019. While visiting London for 
Notting Hill Carnival, Smith was informed of the death of a relative in Jamaica and returned to partake in 
the traditional Dead Yard commemorations—an extended wake-style celebration involving dance, games 
and large feasts. “While that was happening I was thinking a lot about fatherhood and manhood,” Smith 
says. “What does it mean to be a man from the Caribbean and to be a provider?” 
 
Later that year he returned to the UK especially to see a solo show by abstract painter Mark Bradford at 
Hauser & Wirth in London. Smith’s work shares a textural idiom with Bradford’s vast, Rauschenberg-
inspired canvases in that both layer their surfaces. But where Bradford builds outwards using paper, 
Smith uses a picotage technique to pick and partially remove tiny sections of the prints to create a dotted, 
almost disappearing effect. “The scales mean that there’s a lenticular quality to how the image works, 
because when you walk in front of it, it kind of shifts,” Smith explains. Exposing the board beneath the 
print in a single direction allows the images to almost protrude towards the viewer, while simultaneously 
appearing flattened from other angles.  
 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, Untitled [details] (left; centre-left; centre-right); Dog an Duppy Drink Rum [detail] (right), 2020-1. © 
Paul Anthony Smith. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery. 

 
We discuss the acclaim afforded to the works of Titus Kaphar over the past year, which take this idea of 
creative subtraction to its extreme by completely cutting subjects from the canvas. Is Smith’s technique 
akin to this—or does he view surface manipulation as a kind of addition? “In this show, I’m revealing a bit 
more to the audience than I usually do,” Smith says of his sparser picotage in Tradewinds. Whereas his 
previous exhibitions have focused specifically on the Windrush era and modernism, the latest Jack 
Shainman show is more domestic and intimate. “I’m giving you a bit more insight into who I am rather 
than picking away at my subjects as much. I’m using various patterns of disguise.” 



 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, Untitled (Dead Yard), 2020. © Paul Anthony Smith. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery. 

 
This impetus has allowed Smith to synthesise this cultural moment—one in which Black death is 
ubiquitous—into these new works. The result is a mixture of memory, commemoration and quiet 
contemplation, away from the carnival and music-oriented impulses of previous exhibitions like Junction 
(2019). In Untitled (Dead Yard), a man walks down a nighttime street, arms outstretched and wearing an 
unknowing smile. Smith’s picotage resembles a superimposed metal gate around him, which seems to lift 
the subject from his quotidian surroundings. “I was trying to be a bit more vulnerable with my subjects and 
show more human nature,” Smith explains. “These calm candid shots rather than the more performative 
aspects of Junction, which was about music.” 
 

 
 

Both: Untitled, 2020-1. © Paul Anthony Smith. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery. 
 

Although not addressing the pandemic and 2020’s racial justice movements in a photojournalistic sense, 
Smith views his Black and diaspora subjects as part of wider historical moments, despite focusing on this 
vulnerability—and the ritual and communities which enable it. Two untitled shots show the simple 
closeness of a friendly gathering: shared drinks, brightly painted nails and open shirts for the thick 
Caribbean air. “We come on earth for such a short time, and we are celebrated a few times in our lives,” 
Smith reflects. “I think death is much closer to us than we think—but there’s something amazing about it.” 
 

 
 



 



 
 

March 22, 2021 
By Pearl Fontaine 

 

Paul Anthony Smith Muses on Life, Death, and 
Existence in “Tradewinds” 

 

 
 

Portrait of Paul Anthony Smith by Atisha Paulson. 

 
Paul Anthony Smith’s exhibition, “Tradewinds,” is on view through April 3 at Jack Shainman 
Gallery. The new work explores his Caribbean lineage and the roles of legacy, cartography, and 
geography in determining the footprint we leave on the world. Featuring the artist’s signature, 
photographic picotages, “Tradewinds” marks a shift in Smith’s practice, as he moves away from 
prominent imagery once typically incorporated in his work. 
 
Peaked by his personal history and the weight of the global events of the last year—specifically the 
pandemic and deaths of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor—Smith poses questions in the images on 
view surrounding life and death, like “Why are people suddenly treated as more significant after they’ve 
left this earth?” The artist uses imagery familiar to his life and heritage as a channel through which he 
searches for ways to actively see humanity as it happens around us, diving into the Caribbean culture. 
 
Whitewall heard from the artist about the making of “Tradewinds.” 
 
WHITEWALL: What was the starting point for “Tradewinds”? How did you come to the title? 
 
PAUL ANTHONY SMITH: After traveling to London and attending the Nothing Hill Carnival in 2019, I 
began thinking of the complexities of Caribbean migrations and about the Caribbean passengers who 
sailed to London on the HMT Empire Windrush during the 1950s. This history prompted me to travel to a 
few Caribbean nations in 2020, shortly before the covid-19 lockdown. 
 
 

https://jackshainman.com/exhibitions/paul_anthony_smith_tradewinds
https://whitewall.art/art/paul-anthony-smith-presents-junction-picotage


 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, "Untitled," 2020 -21, unique picotage, spray paint and acrylic paint on inkjet print, mounted on museum board 
and sintra, 72 x 96 inches; © Paul Anthony Smith, courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

 
WW: Tell us about exploring themes of life, death, and the reality of our existence in works 
like Untitled (Dead Yard). Why were you drawn to these topics? 
 
PAS: During the time that I made Dead Yard, I was also making paintings in the studio and was 
specifically working on a portrait of a Black police officer vaguely standing on a corner. This was reflecting 
on police officers in my neighborhood of Bed-Stuy, Brooklyn standing on corners as a nightly visual 
presence, but also thinking of how much their presence symbolizes death throughout the American 
landscape and how death is a part of life. 
 
I’m always interested in celebrations of life and how Black death by police brutality has traumatized Black 
America. Death is also an omnipresence celebrated in Caribbean traditions. 
 
It’s my awareness of these two topics juxtaposed, which I wanted to highlight in Dead Yard. 
 
 

 
 

Installation view of Paul Anthony Smith's "Tradewinds," © Paul Anthony Smith, courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, 
New York. 

 

WW: You’ve used these works to pose questions on why the deaths of George Floyd and Breonna 
Taylor suddenly made their lives viewed as more significant. With this in consideration, what 
steps are you taking to acknowledge and celebrate the humanity around you?  
 
PAS: I think I’ve been a lot closer to friends and family in the last year than before. I had many 
introspective moments over the past year where I’ve picked up the phone and made an effort to reach out 
to those close to me, either with a text or a call. I found myself being more vulnerable as 2020 progressed 
and it dawned on me that people including George Floyd and Breonna Taylor did not imagine their lives 
ending in such tragedy, or that their names would take on such a worldly presence. We now uplift and 
celebrate their names to make change. 



WW: In your experience, what aspects of Caribbean culture personifies this idea of actively seeing 
humanity? How did you incorporate these solutions or actions into the works on view? 
 
PAS: I think with “Tradewinds,” 
 
I gave more than I usually do. I depicted friends and family living a normal life and how they functioned in 
a dominantly Black nation. I think if more Black people were living their normal lives in American society, 
we would see more humanity than what is often portrayed of us. Think of how differently society would be 
if the incarceration rate of Black and brown people reflected the 13% of the population that they represent 
in the United States. 
 
WW: A few motifs often included in your picotages (like breeze blocks and brick walls) aren’t seen 
in these works on view. Can you tell us how you ended up moving away from this type of imagery 
and opting for settings that appear to occur more naturally? 
 
PAS: The work naturally progressed from the breeze blocks to more intimate portraits. While I’ve 
continued to make some picotage works in these patterns, I made an effort with this new series to 
highlight the Caribbean islands and various distinctive architectural elements used in those trade wind 
locations. As a maker, I chose what elements I wanted to highlight, so how I approached picotage 
evolved. I also find it hard to see the work while it’s being produced in the studio.   
 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, "Untitled," 2020 -21, unique picotage with spray paint on inkjet print, mounted on museum board and sintra  
60 x 40 inches; © Paul Anthony Smith, courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

 
WW: Something else you’ve considered in “Tradewinds” is the roles cartography, geography, and 
family have on our fate. How would you say these predetermined elements have affected your life 
trajectory and artistic practice? 
 
PAS: I don’t think I would have existed if it weren’t for fate, the way in which life has progressed. There 
are many stories I’ve heard from my parents of what life was like before my existence. These stories have 
played into what I create and how it’s seen. In a way, it’s an escape to retrace my ancestral steps. I often 
ask myself, what is the purpose of life? 
 
WW: You use tools from your ceramics training to alter your pigment prints, distorting the texture 
and perception of depth. Can you describe the process of creating one of your picotages and how 
you began incorporating these techniques? 



PAS: I first began this process about nine years ago. While working on a few small ceramic sculptures, I 
intentionally began scratching away at a drawing on a pigment print with a needle. The scratches began 
jagged and later organized pics. The current works are far from where I began with a flimsy needle tool, 
appearing much stronger and thicker in diameter through my use of a chisel-like tool. 
 

 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, "Breeze off yu soul," 2020-21, unique picotage with spray paint on inkjet print, mounted on museum board and 
sintra, 40 x 54 inches; © Paul Anthony Smith, courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

 

 



By Antwaun Sargent 

An Artist Who Creates Joyful,
Shimmering Images of West Indian Culture
Ahead of a new solo show, Paul Anthony Smith discusses his intricate, time-
intensive process — and his favorite forms of procrastination.



On an unseasonably warm March afternoon in Brooklyn, the artist Paul Anthony Smith, wearing 
his usual denim workwear, stands in his studio in front of “Untitled (Duppy Dream in Color too),” 
a nearly finished, closely cropped, black‑and‑white photo portrait of a woman wearing a 
bejeweled crown. Her eyes, emotional and direct, are staring through a geometric pattern that 
recalls a midcentury breeze‑block fence of the kind found in his native Jamaica. Smith, 31, made 
the barrier by picking for hours at the image with a retrofitted wooden needle tool that he often 
uses to puncture the surface of his pictures, a technique which evokes both the coming‑of‑age 
ritual of scarification once common in West Africa and the luminous pointillism of Georges Seurat. 
“It sometimes takes a week for me to finish one,” Smith says of his images, as he walks toward the 
sole window in the work space, located on the fourth floor of an unassuming former factory in 
Bedford‑Stuyvesant. Smith has rented the smallish boxlike space since he moved to New York in 
2014 from Kansas City, Missouri, where he studied ceramics at the Kansas City Art Institute. 
Pinned to the white walls, and still in progress, are four of his signature “picotages” — his word 
for inkjet pigment prints layered with ornate architectural elements and mounted on museum 
board — which will go on display on April 4 as part of “Junction,” his first solo exhibition with the 
Jack Shainman Gallery in Manhattan.



“The show is inspired by the history of me being a pedestrian at a crossroads where people meet,”
he says. “‘Junction’ is about an amazing celebration of people, culture, histories and hardships.”
His work, which often depicts joyful everyday scenes from across the African diaspora, abounds
with questions of historical memory, the dislocation of colonialism and the tension and ecstasy of
making a home in a foreign land. And although the artist is not physically seen in the images, the
new layered picotages speak directly to Smith’s own biography, as an immigrant who left his
hometown, St. Ann’s Bay in Jamaica, when he was nine years old and moved with his family to
Miami. The Smiths, in search of opportunity in a new country, are reflected in the mostly
Caribbean subjects, hustling and hanging out, who populate the artist’s collages.

Tacked to the wall near the studio’s entrance is “Slightly Pivoted to the Sun’s Rhythm,” a work
that depicts a beautifully costumed black woman wearing a traditional Carnival outfit. Behind a
breeze‑block enclosure, she is peacocking her heritage in a procession along Eastern Parkway in
Brooklyn during the borough’s annual West Indian Day Parade. The fencing suggests a sly sense
of displacement: “Walls are meant to exclude but also protect, and in this case they are used as
veils and disguises,” Smith says, examining the image. “It’s like when you come to a new country,
do you become a hybrid of your surroundings? Or do you stay who you are within your culture?

The artist inspects a photograph he took at the West Indian Day Parade in Brooklyn. Jacob Pritchard



When I use these images from the West Indian Day Parade, they’re more so about the rhythm, the 

vibe, the culture and retaining those spirits.” Sitting at a makeshift wooden drafting table in his 

studio, Smith answered T’s Artist’s Questionnaire.

What is your day like? How much do you sleep and what’s your work schedule?

Recently I became this person that can’t leave the studio. I’m here all different hours of the day. I 
just try to sleep while the sun is down. I usually come here at ten and leave anywhere from nine at 
night to one or two in the morning. I’ll be in here, and sometimes I get frustrated, like I need to go 
and get a shot of whisky real quick and come back, or I try to keep liquor in here.

How many hours of creative work do you think you do in a day?

It takes a while to get into a rhythm, because I’m doing this repetitive motion and my mind 
changes so frequently. I wear a watch because I count how much I work on each section. And if 
I’m here from like 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., I probably get six hours of consecutive work done. Some of 
these works take a week of working on them straight, because I work on one at a time.

Smith’s work often references his own biography as an American immigrant who left Jamaica when he was

a child. Here “Ackee Lane” (2019).  Jacob Pritchard



The  artist  picks  away  at  the  surface  of  his works with  a wooden  ceramics  tool  he  adapted  for  the 

purpose.  Jacob  Pritchard

What’s the first piece of art you ever made?

I have sketchbooks in a box over there from second and third grade. But I think the first piece of
art that I ever made was when I found a clay deposit in the river in the third grade in Jamaica and
I made some ceramic figures. Those stuck with me for a long time, and it kind of continues to
propel this creative process in me. I think that’s also probably why I studied ceramics.

What’s the first work you ever sold? For how much?

The first work I sold was from when I was 14 or 15. I made this painting that I accidentally left on
the bus in Miami when I was in high school and I never recovered the painting, but I recreated it
and it was sort of reminiscent of an Edward Hopper painting. I sold it at the Coconut Grove Art
Festival for $100 and I got $50.

When you start a new piece, where do you begin? What’s the first step?

I start with a buffet of images that I print and mount, and then I usually naturally gravitate
toward one, and look at it for a while before I begin to work. I don’t really plan ahead.

How do you know when you’re done?

It’s like eating. Once you finish, you’re like, that’s it. You don’t need to overwork it.

How many assistants do you have?

Ten fingers.



I think the plaster‑cast chicken foot wall elements that I made a couple years ago, and then 
there’s a cast cake. I was crazy — I went to Costco, bought a cake, went to the butcher in 
Bushwick where I was living at the time, bought a chicken foot, pig feet, cow tongue and fish head 
and chopped them all up. I wanted to make this cake that celebrated the fucked‑up nature of the 
British Empire, the structures. And so I made that cake, chopped it up, froze it, then cast it in 
alginate and epoxy plastic in my living room. And it’s strange. Even though I eat those things, I 
still think it’s strange.

How often do you talk to other artists?

I speak to a few artists on a regular basis: Yashua Klos, Kambui Olujimi, Cheryl Pope and Roberto 
Visani.

What music do you play when you’re making art?

I listen to jazz, a lot of hip‑hop, rap. I still love Nas’ “Illmatic.” J. Cole’s “Forest Hills Drive” and
“Born Sinner” are such great albums. Lately, I find myself listening to “The Pizza Show” on
YouTube, or just various things about food.

Is there a meal you eat on repeat when you’re working?

Fried chicken. Or jerk chicken.

When did you first feel comfortable saying you were a professional artist?

After undergrad, where I majored in ceramics. I felt like there was hope, and I knew it’s a journey
that can only continue to get stronger, and so I felt comfortable in that moment to say: I’m a
professional artist.

What’s the weirdest object in your studio?



Smith’s new exhibition “Junction,” at Jack Shainman gallery, is a celebration of the immigrant experience

and the importance of memory within the African diaspora. Pictured here is “Untitled” (2018-19).

Jacob Pritchard



What do you pay for rent?

Too much.

What do you buy in bulk?

Arugula and spinach. I just love greens. Honest truth is I love food and so I buy things in bulk. 

What’s your worst habit?

Sucking my teeth.

What embarrasses you?

A lot of things — I can’t get into specifics. I embarrass myself, too.

Do you exercise?

I go to the gym twice a week, and it’s mainly to sweat. I just get cranky in the cold.

What’s your favorite artwork by somebody else?

One of my favorite artworks is a painting in the Whitney’s collection, it’s called “Early Sunday 
Morning” by Edward Hopper.

How do you get your news?

Yahoo.

What do you do when you’re procrastinating?

I watch YouTube, I look at flights, I think about leaving.

What are you reading right now?

I just picked up two books: David Scott’s “Stuart Hall’s Voice” and Paul Gilroy’s “‘There Ain’t No
Black in the Union Jack’: The Cultural Politics of Race and Nation.” I’m also listening to an
audiobook called “Rich Dad, Poor Dad” by Robert T. Kiyosaki.

What do you usually wear when you work?

I have a bunch of denim shirts and jeans, and some basic shoes. This shirt I wear the hell out of. I
left it in London once and I had to go back to London to get it. It’s from H&M, my jeans are either
from Levi’s or the Gap. And my hat is from American Apparel.

What does your studio’s window look out on?

I have one window. I took the studio with the least amount of windows. It looks out on a back
street, the Family Dollar and a granite foundry.



 
 

April 26, 2019 
By Martha Schwendener 

 

Spring Gallery Guide: Chelsea 
 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith’s “A Sense of Familiar,” 2018. The artist’s work is on view at Jack Shainman’s two galleries in Chelsea. Paul 
Anthony Smith and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York 

 
Art and real estate development met elsewhere in the city, but they got married in Chelsea. Tall, 
expensive buildings are rising around 10th Avenue, and gallery rents are rising along with them. Young 
art dealers arrive to try their hand in the official gallery neighborhood, and often fold-up shop quickly, as 
the promisingly offbeat American Medium, which started in Brooklyn, did recently. The juggernaut of 
mega-gallery showrooms continues, with behemoths like Hauser & Wirth mounting impressive historical 
shows (and starting their own bookstores, publishing houses, magazines and nonprofit foundations), and 
David Zwirner is planning a Renzo Piano-designed space to open in 2020. Meanwhile, the High Line 
looms ubiquitously overhead, like a people mover transporting tourists (mostly) from the new Hudson 
Yards on the north end to the gleaming Whitney Museum of American Art on the south. Contemporary art 
is everywhere though, including the High Line, where you’ll find a monumental sculpture by Simone 
Leigh, who just opened a show at the Guggenheim, along with other notable displays. Art has saturated 
the neighborhood, and you can see everything from work by emerging artists to the long deceased. Here 
are a few places to start. 
 
1. Jack Shainman, ‘Paul Anthony Smith: Junction’ 
What you are viewing in Paul Anthony Smith’s exhibition at Jack Shainman are painstakingly altered 
large-scale photographs that he works on in his Brooklyn studio and which he calls “picotages.” The color 
photographs were taken in his native Jamaica, but also other locations, including at the West Indian 
American Day Parade in Brooklyn. They have been covered with pointillist dots, which the artist digs into 
the photographs, and further altered with spray paint and colored pencil. Mr. Smith studied ceramics in 
Kansas City, Mo., and you sense the idea of glazing in his work, of images and things being covered over 
— although this works metaphorically, too, and suggests covered over events, people and histories. A 
face, a garden, or an urban scene peak through the dots in the picotage, resembling but never fully 
revealing themselves. Through May 11 at 513 West 20th Street and 524 West 24th 
Street; jackshainman.com. 
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April 24, 2019 
By Ann Binlot  

 

Paul Anthony Smith probes his dual identity in ‘Junction’ 
 

 
 

The Jamaican-American artist Paul Anthony Smith investigates class, colonialism, and culture in his 
exhibition at Jack Shainman, Junction. 
 
Like many Americans, Paul Anthony Smith came of age straddled between two cultures—the Jamaican 
one he was born into that imbued his childhood, and that of the America where he spent his adolescence 
and adulthood. Although he spent the first decade of his life in Jamaica, Paul Anthony Smith moved to 
Miami at nine, where he lived in Miami Gardens until he moved to Missouri to attend the Kansas City Art 
Institute, before moving to the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood of Brooklyn, where he currently resides. 
Smith found himself losing aspects of his Jamaican heritage, while inadvertently picking up American 
cultural codes—the accent, the style of dress.  
 
Smith’s art is like an autobiography; he captures the narratives of his life with a camera, exploring the 
people, places, and moments that have moved him in some way, sometimes fusing a number of images 
together to form one amalgamation. From a distance, it looks as if he’s simply put an overlay over the 
images that resemble the architectural motifs of his youth—the concrete breezeways found in Jamaica, 
Miami, and many other tropical climates. But, upon closer examination, it’s revealed that he has 
meticulously picked at the image with a tool that he created, to form the patterns through a series of 
perforations. He grapples with this conflict in identity, questioning both Jamaica, the place he left, and the 
United States, the country where he lives. Smith has brought this work together in an exhibition 
appropriately titled Junction, on view through May 11 at Jack Shainman’s 20th Street and 24th Street 
locations in New York.   
 
In Junction, inspired by Carribbean scholars Frantz Fanon and Stuart Hall, Smith ponders over post-
colonial Jamaica and the traditions that have formed both within the island nation and from the diaspora 
that has left it. He also looks at the current state of America and gentrification with the help of Ta-Nehisi 
Coates. In the exhibition, there are many dualities; old and new, life and death, Jamaica and the United 
States, the haves and the have-nots. Here, in his own words, Smith takes Document on a tour 
of Junction, explaining in detail the stories behind a selection of works.   
 
 

https://paulanthonysmith.net/
http://www.jackshainman.com/exhibitions/20th-street-22/


 
Dead No Have No Reason, 2018-2019 
 
I went back to Jamaica for this gathering. It’s capturing these people in this moment, just like the nuanced 
nature of pedestrians. It’s the residual of a funeral. It’s dark, most people wear black, white, or subdued 
tones to honor those who have passed on. In this moment, seeing these people, I needed to capture what 
was happening for myself. It’s not necessarily to share with a wider audience. But over time, this image 
became present in the story of this. It was thinking about history, thinking about the people in these 
images and where they probably want to be or goals that they have in life. I know the person who 
passed—I met them before they passed on—and seeing that going on… It’s about owning your life while 
you’re in the moment, taking risks and moving forward.   
 
 

 
 

Lands Apart, 2018 
 
This work is called “Lands Apart.” And these two coasts lines—one could be in Jamaica, one could be in 
America, but it’s a metaphor for saying that Jamaica, and Miami have a similar coastline, similar feelings 
in the atmosphere, but you’re still navigating a similar flame and learning to be in a new environment. It’s 
easier to go to Miami than to go to the Caribbean to get the same experience. 
 

 
 

 
 



Untitled, 2018-2019 
 
[This is] at the West Indian Labor Day Parade in Brooklyn. This is more so closer to Crown Heights and 
Eastern Parkway. Some of these images are photoshopped and collaged together prior to being worked 
on the surface. As a spectator, you’re supposed to be on the sidelines, watching the event. I’m interested 
in being in the middle of history, getting up close to these individuals and watching how they dance, 
perform. It’s about being in sync, in motion. Because these events happen, these people act out and not 
[like] themselves. They become something else because they become more spiritual, either from the 
dancing, the song, the drinks, the atmosphere, or the camaraderie that occurs. They become someone 
else, that’s why I have to blur them or cover them up. I find that I’m not myself. I’m more open. A lot of 
these diamonds came from earlier work that I was making and are in some ways are reminiscent of flags. 
Much of the feathers and accessories are decorative elements important to cultural representation, 
passed down through African traditions in the Caribbean, which contains unique meaning based on 
region and tribe to form a code that highlights the essence of a character’s role within its spirit. 
 

 
 

Ackee Lane, 2019 
 
I know these people, I’ve seen them going up. It’s like going back and living and understanding what life 
is like. If you didn’t leave, would you be like these sorts of people that are still there? How do you have 
conversation, tell them what you do and give them insight into a new space? Or do you just hang out and 
don’t talk about that? It’s about like having the desire to leave. This is about leaving. I just try to hang out. 
I try not to speak too much about what America is because in some way America symbolizes vanity. It’s 
like moving to America is symbolizing a form of opportunity. I remember my adolescent years, I was, like, 
man, should I stay? Or did I do the right thing? Because I think, in all countries, America is the way to go. 
Being in America and living in America, sometimes I find it problematic because—it’s hard. The upkeep of 
being an American is so costly compared to being back home. And it’s like I can’t tell these people what 
we are willing to pay for rent for nothing. These people have the life that we want. The calmer, relaxed 
oceanfront, the beautiful view. And we have the life that they want. So it’s that same trade off. 
 

 
 



Only in America, 2017 
 
The title came from this quote which Ta-Nehisi Coates used in Between the World and Me. In the 
courtroom, Mike Tyson was like, ‘Only in America can you own a mansion and be bankrupt.’ It’s the same 
idea of, like, vanity, and how you could own all these things, but there’s a cost to it. There’s that property 
tax—even though he’s bankrupt, there the upkeep of that house, there’s the maintenance of paying 
people to take care of it. And so this is also speaking about raising the cinder blocks. It’s also thinking 
about how these motifs are used to protect us and also exclude others. It’s also speaking about 
gentrification—how, you know, you’re watching your neighborhood shift based on property being chained 
off, and property being taken down and put back up. This was photographed in Philadelphia a few years 
ago in the South Kensington neighborhood, which is going through a rapid shift, gentrification. This work 
somewhat relates to being in Bed Stuy and seeing how much the neighborhood [has been] gentrified and 
houses are selling for triple the market prices they were six years ago.  
 

 
 

Introspection, 2018-2019 
 
This one is called “Introspection.” It’s thinking about self reflection, which is what I do often when I’m 
making these things. [The subject is] another person I know in Jamaica who is in other images, but you’ll 
have to find him. The cell phone is in his hand like he’s waiting for a call, or to make a call. It’s also why 
it’s introspection. There’s some anxiousness and nervousness in these photos. It’s about having this 
freedom but always being conscious of this overbearing power. These are hazardous stripes that’s on the 
ground, or the subway, or places where it says, ‘Do Not Enter Back Up, Back Away.’ 
 
 



Paul Anthony Smith, Junction, 2018.
COURTESY THE ARTIST AND JACK SHAINMAN

Jack hainman Galler to Mount Firt Paul Anthon mith how in April 
Y Annie Armtrong (http://www.artnew.com/author/aarmtrong/) POSTD 03/08/19 2:47 PM

Next up at Jack Shainman in New York i a douleheader.

eginning April 4, oth of the dealer’ Chelea pace will hot “Junction,” a
olo how  Jamaican-orn, rookln-aed artit Paul Anthon Smith. It
will e hi firt outing with the galler, which he joined in Octoer.

The exhiition, which run through Ma 11, will offer a look at the pot-
colonial Cariean  wa of Smith’ ignature work in what he term
“picotage,” which involve him putting down tin dot atop photograph,
often of people, there contructing form that are reminicent of modernit
architecture and deign.

“ ‘Junction’ i the culmination of work exploring oth m own peronal
hitor, a well a our culture’ hifting notion of elonging,” Smith aid 
email. “Uing the ‘picotage’ proce in m print allow me to ditort the
urface of photograph, reulting in image that challenge the elief that a photograph mut tell ojective truth aout one’ pat.”

Lat ear, Smith appeared in the Open Space iennial that wa organized  Dan Cameron in Kana Cit, and he’ had olo how at 
Atlanta Contemporar, the Green Galler in Milwaukee, and Real Art Wa in Hartford, Connecticut. He i included in the touring
“Men of Change: Power. Triumph. Truth.” exhiition, organized  the Smithonian Intitution Traveling xhiition Service, which i 
currentl on view at the California African American Mueum.

“Paul’ practice defie an ea categorization, repreenting an uncompromiing portrait of the Cariean diapora,” Shainman told 
ARTnew. “In thi moment, where order have ecome oth loaded and reduced in our hared political dialogue, Paul’ work infue them 
with much needed complexit and grace.”

Copright 2019, Art Media ARTNWS, llc. 110 Greene Street, 2nd Fl., New York, N.Y. 10012. All right reerved.
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May 2, 2019 
By Katy Donoghue 

 

Paul Anthony Smith’s “Junction” at Jack Shainman 
 

 
 

Photo by Atisha Paulson. 

 
On view at Jack Shainman Gallery is an exhibition by Paul Anthony Smith entitled “Junction” (April 4–May 
11). For his first solo show with the gallery, the Jamaican-born artist is presenting new picotage on 
pigment prints that explore how, and if, a photograph can retain the reality of its past. 
The exhibition confronts the complex history of life in the postcolonial Caribbean, shining light on its 
people, their cultural politics, and the hybrid identities that are created between the old world and the new 
world. The show continues the artist’s thread of navigating personal topics, like memory, migration, 
dislocation, and globalization. 
 
Whitewaller spoke with the artist about his new show, his unique picotage works, and what a day is like in 
his Brooklyn studio. 
 
WHITEWALLER: What was the starting point for this new body of work? 
 
PAUL ANTHONY SMITH: The starting point of this body of work began a few years ago. It stemmed out 
of being an immigrant trying to understand my surroundings, specifically within the neighborhood of Bed-
Stuy, Brooklyn, which I now call home. The work examines the multicultural Caribbean influences that 
have taken root since the seventies and eighties and have grown into events such as the West Indian 
Labor Day parade. I have also explored the rich and complex histories of the postcolonial Caribbean and 
its people, who often are marginalized at the intersection between cultural politics and individual, 
pedestrian identities. 
 
WW: Can you tell us about your process with picotage? How do you relate what’s happening on the 
surface to the story of the image printed? 
 
PAS: When employing this technique, it’s a bit aggressive and tactile. I relate this to a coming-of-age 
story, getting tattoos, piercings, and other forms of ritualistic body modifications. With picotage, I utilize a 
needle-like tool to puncture the epidermis of the photographs, revealing the white underside and paper 
pulp. The image then obtains an almost lenticular graphic illusion of moving parts. The images are of 
celebratory moments, capturing the open nature of individuals performing in disguise. 
 
WW: Were there any new themes you explored in these works? 

https://www.jackshainman.com/exhibitions/20th-street-22/
https://www.whitewall.art/art/brett-littman-curates-first-frieze-sculpture-new-york


PAS: In the new works, I’ve explored modernist architectural elements, which function both as a time 
stamp and a veil. Some of these architectural influences are shared between New York and Caribbean 
nations and are still very present today. 
 
WW: Were there any new techniques or mediums you explored? 
 
PAS: Right now, I’m using spray paints and oil sticks that have continued to push these new works 
forward. This will continue to evolve, and I’m currently in the process of making that happen, which may 
be after the show. 
 
WW: Was there a particularly challenging piece in the show for you? 
 
PAS: They are all challenging. Some may be more difficult than others, but they all challenge me. 
 
WW: Can you tell us about your studio space? What is a typical day in your studio like? 
 
PAS: I’ve occupied the studio I work out of for the past three years. It’s located close to home in Bed-
Stuy, Brooklyn. It’s not large but afforded me the time to produce a substantial amount of work for my 
upcoming show. I usually get to the studio around 10 a.m. and I’m here into the night, sometimes 9 to 10 
p.m., or even later. 
 



 
May 7, 2019 

By Dan Cameron 
 

Paul Anthony Smith: Junction 
Smith’s picotage technique acts to complicate our inspection of the 

photograph’s subject 
 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, Conviction of Righteousness (detail), 2018. Unique picotage on inkjet print, oil stick, colored pencil and spray 
paint, mounted on museum board, 40 x 30 inches. © Paul Anthony Smith. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New 

York. 

 
Paul Anthony Smith’s first solo exhibition in New York, at Jack Shainman Gallery, arrives with the 
proverbial wind at the artist's back. Smith, who turns 31 this year, has already enjoyed multiple museum 
group shows and acquisitions around the country, and some mid career artists whose names would be 
familiar to most readers have been discreetly collecting his work for some time. In the interest of full 
disclosure, Smith, who did his undergraduate studies (in ceramics) at Kansas City Art Institute, was a 
participating artist in Open Spaces, my 2018 Kansas City-wide curatorial project (one work at 
Shainman, Only in America, was also on view there). 
 
The visual appeal of Smith’s art makes itself clear from the first glance. He is an ardent street 
photographer who ruthlessly self-edits and a whiz at Photoshop, with the result that the prints forming the 
ground for these unique works are vividly cropped and composed, and their renderings of urban texture 
minutely detailed. Most images appear to have been taken either at street fairs or in more intimate 
settings, and almost all of them zero in on facial expressions or characteristic gestures by individuals who 
seem both anonymous and intimately revealed. 
 



 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, Only in America, 2017. Unique picotage on Inkjet print with spray paint mounted on Dibond, 58 x 89 1/2 x 2 
inches. © Paul Anthony Smith. Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. 

 
The underlying richness of Smith’s imagery is inseparably fused in this body of work with the technique 
of picotage, a form of patterned surface abrasion familiar, mostly, to dressmakers. Typically, a special tool 
picks at the surface to be flayed, and in these works, countless flecks of emulsion on Smith’s 
photographic print end up hanging like chads by a membrane of color, the underlying whiteness of the 
paper exposed. By dividing a third or more of each work’s surface into crisply 
delineated picotage sections, Smith gets the resulting pattern to operate as an extra layer, a screen that 
overlays or slices diagonally through the picture plane. More pointedly, picotage acts to complicate our 
inspection of the photograph’s subject, so that we repeatedly end up trying to decode or unpack the 
image by peering through and around the patterns. 
 
While functioning as both a readymade grid and a form of visual filter, the picotage technique also 
incorporates the artist’s hand directly into the making of the works, employing a drawing-adjacent process 
that is both unfalteringly delicate and a little bit violent. Smith’s choice of patterns is anything but arbitrary, 
with most taking the form of either barriers, walls, fences or curtains. In Only in America (2018), we 
appear to be looking out a window through a chain-link fence and into the middle distance, but that view 
is doubly obstructed: the fence’s shadows fall across the photo’s foreground in close-up, while two-thirds 
of the surface has been abraded into the pattern of a brick wall with occasional gaps. Although we search 
for a clear view outward towards blue sky and the freedom of the street, the composition acts instead as 
an impediment to our vision, not an occasion for its release. The effect is subtler but still present 
in Untitled, Junction (2018-19), wherein a languid beach scene is framed by a tropical-colored string of 
beadlike shapes that float carelessly in the breeze, along with a linear sequence of vertical bars that could 
just as easily be Venetian blinds or a jail cell. 
 
A native of Jamaica who is now based in Brooklyn, Smith has developed a pictorial vocabulary that 
enables him to explore the adjacent themes of home and exile through a lens formed by the complexities 
of post-colonial Caribbean experience (a copy of Marlon James’ A Brief History of Seven Killings is 
available on the gallery’s front desk). This strong emotional connection with themes of migration and 
memory is inextricably bound up in Smith’s work with the problematics of the colonizing gaze. We’d like to 
be able to discern the precise faces and features in what seems to be a celebratory montage of passing 
figures in Pass Thru (2018), but a picotage wall pattern based on typical Caribbean breeze block concrete 
fences keeps us one side of the image and them on the other. By comparison, the reclining male figure in 
the black-and-white Introspection (2018 – 19) is fully visible, but the particulars of his setting have been 
largely blurred by overlaid patterning that closely resembles colonial ironwork.  
 
There’s a wistfulness in Smith preventing us from having an unfiltered visual encounter with his 
photographic subjects which acts as a kind of counterweight to the tactile, sensual beauty of the objects 
themselves. As daily experience teaches us, the present social order necessitates that if we are paying 
attention and know how to detect them, we are never far from the forces of inclusion and exclusion. The 
implied message seems to be that before we can actually see each other, first we have to be willing and 
able to locate and identify just what it is that’s keeping us apart. 
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By Lucy Rees 

 

16 Artists to Look Out For at Art Basel, Untitled, and 
NADA in Miami 

See the buzzworthy talents to keep an eye on at this year’s fairs 
 

Galerie scoured the fairs during Miami’s Art Week to share which artists are having a major moment or on 
the cusp of achieving great things in 2019. Here, in no particular order, are 16 to look out for this week. 
 
ART BASEL MIAMI BEACH 
 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, To Be Titled #1, 2018.Photo: Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman 
 

Paul Anthony Smith 
Jack Shainman, New York  
 
Jamaica-born, New York-based Paul Anthony Smith creates stunning oil-on-canvas paintings and 
picotage images, which he produces by picking away at the surface of photographic prints. The technique 
of obscuring and altering the subject’s skin alludes to tribal masks and African rituals such as 
scarification. His work has recently been acquired by numerous public collections, including the Blanton 
Museum at the University of Texas, Austin, and been the subject of buzzworthy exhibitions including 
Atlanta Contemporary and the Philadelphia Photo Arts Center; he’s also been included in group shows at 
the New Museum, and the Studio Museum in Harlem. After just signing with Shainman, his very first 
exhibition with the gallery is slated for spring 2019. 
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Paul Anthon mith, King, 2018, unique picotage on 
inkjet print with pra paint mounted on mueum oard, 50 x 

39 4/5".

From a distance, Paul Anthony Smith’s “picotage” pieces, 
2012–, resemble movie stills interrupted by television 
static. Up close, they look like pictures dotted with tiny 
dabs of white paint. Smith creates these small, textured 
imperfections by carefully picking apart his mounted 
photographs with a ceramic needle, exposing their white 
undersides. These sculptural marks form layers of neatly 
patterned geometric shapes that mask some parts of his 
photographs, manipulating the pictures’ depths and 
conveying a sense of movement. Like old-fashioned 

lenticular billboards that display a different image depending on the viewing angle, Smith’s works require you to 
shift your position to read the whole picture.

Within the gaps of these crafted designs are glimpses of public spaces in Jamaica, Brooklyn, and Puerto Rico 
where black people are socializing, grieving, and being. In Kings , 2018, for example, a diamond picotage 
pattern weaves through a scene of two men drinking and smoking together outside. One of them, standing, 
begins to reach over the man sitting next to him. They’re both looking down toward something we cannot quite 
make out, but their gazes reach the space adjacent to the bent knee of someone else sitting beside them, whose 
body is otherwise cut out of the frame. The carved overlay serves as a fence, blocking you from encroaching 
upon a private moment or, perhaps, redacting the memory. These edits challenge the tendency to assume that a 
photograph necessarily represents reality while pointing out that there can be unknown complexities and 
intricacies in the story behind a picture.

Smith’s silk screen series “Gray Area,” 2014–, contains a similar style of manipulation, as he collages and 
reprints pictures, transforming them into entirely new images. Both series evoke the nostalgia of found, stained 
photographs, but Smith’s picotage pieces are less sentimental than constructive—they rearrange, invert, and 
obstruct memory and identity, revealing the malleability and frailness of both.

— Erica Rawles

All right reerved. artforum.com i a regitered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.
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At a Pair of Culver City Galleries, Three
Artists Flip the Script on Technique
SHANA NYS DAMBROT OCTOBER 3, 2018 10:43AM

Though Luis De Jesus and Tarrah Von Lintel technically share an address

in the Culver City gallery district, their operations are independent of

each other. However, this month these neighboring exhibitions are very

much in conversation. Unintended as this confluence is, in each of the

three artists having solo shows at 2685 S. La Cienega we see a version of

the same dynamic — a totally unexpected, materially subversive and

exceptionally analog, labor-intensive take on what would otherwise be

traditional mediums of photography and drawing.

At Luis De Jesus, Paul Anthony Smith demonstrates the “picotage”

method, by which photo-based mixed-media works are textured,

augmented and disrupted by a blizzard of impossibly tiny pinpricks,

which ruffle but do not pierce the surface of the paper. The effect is akin

to digital pixelation, but because it is also dimensional, as you move

around, the image, though still, seems to shift and change, in a kind of

analog lenticular, made with paper and a tiny ceramic implement.

Smith uses this arcane

technique not only for the

patterns’ considerable optical

effects but also because the

obscuring and splicing of

imagery it produces serves his

deeply personal, cultural

narrative of immigration,

invention and embracing a

multicultural identity. The

images he uses includes both

found his own photographs of

family and friends in the Afro-

Caribbean diasporic

communities of Jamaica,

Brooklyn and Puerto Rico. By

first capturing and composing,

then deconstructing and abstracting these portraits, Smith is enacting a

physical metaphor for their experiences.

Paul Anthony Smith, Customs and Clearance 2018
Courtesy Luis de Jesus
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